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Rapid Response Service - Friends and Family Test - Aug-19 to Dec-19 
 
We would like you to think about your recent experiences of our service. How likely are you to recommend our service to friends and family if they 
needed similar care or treatment? Response options: Extremely likely, Likely, Neither likely nor unlikely, Unlikely, Extremely unlikely, Don’t know.  
 

Quantitative results 
 
The Friends and Family Test (FFT) score is calculated as outlined in the NHS England guidance. The calculation is as follows: 

 
‘Would recommend’ percentage is calculated as follows: 
 

Extremely likely + Likely 
X100 

Extremely likely + Likely + Neither likely nor unlikely + Unlikely + Extremely unlikely + Don’t know 

 
‘Would not recommend’ percentage is calculated as follows: 
 

Extremely unlikely + Unlikely 
X100 

Extremely likely + Likely + Neither likely nor unlikely + Unlikely + Extremely unlikely + Don’t know 

 
 
The Trust’s target ‘Would recommend’ score is 75% 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Month 

 
Responses 

 
No. 

 
Would recommend 

 
% 

 
Would not recommend 

 
% 

 
Neither likely nor unlikely to recommend / Don’t know 

 
% 
 

Aug-19 15 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

100.0 
 

0.0 0.0 

Sep-19 15 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

100.0 
 

0.0 0.0 

Oct-19 26 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

100.0 
 

0.0 0.0 
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Nov-19 18 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

100.0 
 

0.0 0.0 

Dec-19 10 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

100.0 
 

0.0 0.0 

 
 
Qualitative feedback – Aug-19 
 

 Friends and 
Family Test 
response 

Please can you tell us the main reason for the 
response you have given? 
 

Have you any suggestions for ways we can improve 
the service? 

Patient request 
for anonymised 
comments not to 
be made public 

 
1 Extremely Likely All of the girls (except one) were really great with my 

mum. They were very attentive to her needs. They built 
up a relationship with her that made her feel at ease. 
They were concerned about me as her carer and made 
sure I was as healthy as I could be (sleep-wise). 

You can't improve on greatness. They were all my angels 
without wings, [six names withheld]. 

  

2 Extremely Likely The service has been excellent and all the girls have been 
wonderful. Thank you. 

No.   

3 Extremely Likely Apart from the fact it was a life saver - all the helpers 
were wonderful, kind and understanding. 

None.   

4 Extremely Likely Excellent service. Care & support given was fantastic. None.   

5 Extremely Likely Very kind and helpful.     

6 Extremely Likely Because the girls are always polite, caring and giving. Nothing, they're perfect as they are! Thank you for your 
help. 

  

7 Extremely Likely Always supportive. Happy how things are, good service.   

8 Extremely Likely Good company & very supportive. No.   

9 Extremely Likely The punctuality has been fantastic as I don't like people 
being late. 

No.   

10 Extremely Likely Because everyone has been so very pleasant, open and 
lovely. 

No.   

11 Extremely Likely Caring and compassionate service, very pleased with 
assistance received. 

Keep up the good work.   
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12 Extremely Likely The ladies coming in were very cheerful & friendly. It's as good as it can be.   

13 Extremely Likely Very supportive staff through my husband's final illness. 
Helped me and my husband immensely and allowed him 
to remain at home as he wished. 

    

14 Extremely Likely Because everyone was perfect. None - can't think of any way to improve the service.   

15 Extremely Likely Very professional and friendly. Didn't make me feel I was 
putting them out. 

Give a time for visits.   

 
 
Qualitative feedback – Sep-19 
 

 Friends and 
Family Test 
response 

Please can you tell us the main reason for the 
response you have given? 
 

Have you any suggestions for ways we can improve 
the service? 

Patient request 
for anonymised 
comments not to 
be made public 

 
1 Extremely Likely So pleased with everything your carers did, they were so 

kind and helpful. 
So pleased with the service I had, can't improve on 
perfection! 

  

2 Extremely Likely Because nothing was too much trouble for your carers, 
they were so kind and helpful. 

Not at all - found everything about your service extremely 
helpful. 

  

3 Extremely Likely All of the girls were so pleasant, cheerful & helpful in 
helping my wife after her fall. I can't thank them enough. 

Just carry on doing a wonderful service.   

4 Extremely Likely Because you were friendly and helpful.     

5 Extremely Likely Because everyone that has come in have been so very 
kind, reassuring and lovely. 

No.   

6 Extremely Likely I had just been discharged from hospital & was very 
restricted in my mobility & was unable to move 
sufficiently to wash & dress myself. 

    

7 Extremely Likely The care I have I cannot fault, all the ladies are very good 
and helpful. 

No.   

8 Extremely Likely They are so kind and so helpful and I have got on with all 
of you. 

No.   

9 Extremely Likely Useful, friendly service. No.   

10 Extremely Likely Fast, efficient and friendly. Supportive.     
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11 Extremely Likely All the staff were very respectful, friendly, gentle and 
obliging. I could not wish for better attention, grateful 
thanks to all of you. 

    

12 Extremely Likely Your kindness. When you are in a vulnerable situation is 
when you need sympathy & kindness. 

No.   

13 Extremely Likely I really did not use the capabilities of those lovely ladies 
for their professional (medical) help. No, as they 
presented sunshine & joy each day they raised & 
maintained my health [illegible] and helped me greatly 
with my recuperation. Miss them. 

It would be nice if they were able to make an appointed 
time & book it. They were great, some exceptional girls 
who really cannot be named individually. A marvellous 
scheme with exceptional persons. [Name withheld]. 

  

14 Extremely Likely       

15 Likely Your teams have been brilliant, very kind, friendly and 
helpful. 

You are doing a wonderful service.   

16 Not entered I have found the ladies that visited me to have shown 
great respect. 

I have not the [illegible] to comment except to 'well done 
ladies'. 

  

17 Not entered The service I was given was extremely. Thank you. No.   

 
 
Qualitative feedback – Oct-19 
 

 Friends and 
Family Test 
response 

Please can you tell us the main reason for the 
response you have given? 
 

Have you any suggestions for ways we can improve 
the service? 

Patient request 
for anonymised 
comments not to 
be made public 

 
1 Extremely Likely The paramedic and Rapid Response carer gave my father 

fantastic support when getting out the car. 
    

2 Extremely Likely Because it's true. No.   

3 Extremely Likely So grateful to all the team for all our help. Both for my 
husband & myself. It took some of the burden off us until 
we could get further help. 

    

4 Extremely Likely Everyone has been really lovely, have been very well 
looked after. Thank you all, nice to have known you. 

As far as I'm concerned it was fine.   

5 Extremely Likely The care, consideration and dedicated service given by 
our GP, doctors, nurses and carers of the NHS was beyond 

From my experience I cannot suggest any way 
improvements could be made. It was perfection. 
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expectations, all done with sympathy & care. 

6 Extremely Likely Valued assistance to recuperation. Regulate attendance times where possible.   

7 Extremely Likely Reliable, pleasant, thorough. Kind and understanding to 
patient. 

    

8 Extremely Likely Very helpful and caring. It is so nice to feel you are not 
forgotten and there is someone caring for you. 

None whatsoever. It is excellent as it is.   

9 Extremely Likely Prompt, efficient care enabled patient to recover and 
usual carer to get back on her feet. 

(1) For first time clients a brief explanation of how Rapid 
Response fits into overall medical provision. (2) 
Endeavour to be prompt (or given advance warning of 
variation) - we realise carers are under pressure and are 
grateful for your service. 

  

10 Extremely Likely To help around house with [illegible] & other bits. No, none.   

11 Extremely Likely Well, the nurses have done a very good job. No I [illegible] more. They have been very good job.   

12 Extremely Likely Fast response, very helpful. Need better backup when staff go off sick. Clients left 
waiting for long time. Poorly informed when happens. 

  

13 Extremely Likely You can depend on them when needed.     

14 Extremely Likely We have been very pleased with the care received. No.   

15 Extremely Likely All the team have been good and helped me when I 
needed it. 

I am very happy with the service I received and I could not 
wish for a better team! 

  

16 Extremely Likely Lovely people, nothing was any trouble. They went the 
extra mile. 

Keep up the amazing work and thank you so much.   

17 Extremely Likely Friendly & careful care. Keep going.   

18 Extremely Likely These people are the ultimate professionals. Besides 
looking after my physical healthiness they also tried to 
cheer me up if they thought that I was down. 

Keep them on a case full time.   

19 Extremely Likely Really good service. Very friendly. Make a nice hot cup of tea.   

20 Extremely Likely They were all very nice people. And treated my mum & 
dad with respect. And were very friendly & kind to them! 

Get more people to work for you! As more older people 
need this little bit of help. (Because when you get old 
people are only after your money & rip you off!) 

  

21 Extremely Likely On time and very courteous and supportive.     

22 Extremely Likely Good service. Not really.   

23 Extremely Likely Have had good treatment from the Rapid Response team. None.   
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24 Extremely Likely Punctual & efficient. No.   

25 Extremely Likely So helpful & understanding when people needed it most. 
Thank you. 

No improvements needed. Thank you.   

26 Likely It has been acceptable. No.   

 
 

Qualitative feedback – Nov-19 
 

 Friends and 
Family Test 
response 

Please can you tell us the main reason for the 
response you have given? 
 

Have you any suggestions for ways we can improve 
the service? 

Patient request 
for anonymised 
comments not to 
be made public 

 
1 Extremely Likely Everybody has been so nice. Nothing is too much trouble. No.   

2 Extremely Likely The girls have been amazing and I could not fault them. 
Anyone would be lucky to have them. 

I have no suggestions to improve the service. The team 
have been fantastic. 

  

3 Extremely Likely Your people are polite, courteous, helpful & on time. It 
was also a quick response to a need. 

Not really.   

4 Extremely Likely The whole team were helpful, caring, kind and treated 
mum with respect. 

No improvement needed, they were excellent.   

5 Extremely Likely Caring, efficient, clean, professional.     

6 Extremely Likely My daughter [name withheld] and son [name withheld] 
very, very helpful and kind and understanding while they 
were here a week or more. 

Your services are good and kind, always recommend you 
and very helpful for me in every way. 

  

7 Extremely Likely   Do not publish 

8 Extremely Likely The carers have been excellent, kind, caring and helpful. None, it's a brilliant service.   

9 Extremely Likely I found the carers were friendly and helpful and would do 
all I needed. 

It would be helpful to know when they would come.   

10 Extremely Likely Good service. It would help to have correct access codes, not a 
complaint but it would be useful. 

  

11 Extremely Likely Right arm out of action. Service excellent, all more than helpful.   

12 Extremely Likely Very kind, caring. Nothing too much trouble. Very happy with service.   

13 Extremely Likely Had op and needed help as I am on my own. I first wish I had the help when I came home from hospital   
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as I was promised. 

14 Extremely Likely Needed personal care urgently. The care assistants have 
been so kind to me. 

Give a rough idea on time, whether it's going to be either 
early or late. 

  

15 Extremely Likely Because it's important to stay in your home. No.   

16 Extremely Likely Very good service from each of the team.     

17 Extremely Likely A first class service by first class people, especially by the 
splendid [illegible] carer who has [illegible] come here. 
[Illegible] you please be certain to give her my grateful 
personal thanks, what a girl!! [Name withheld]. 

    

18 Extremely Likely Never felt rushed. V. professional. Maintained my dignity. More time & for longer period of time. More night sits as 
big onus on relatives to do day as well as night in early 
stages. 

  

 
 
Qualitative feedback – Dec-19 
 

 Friends and 
Family Test 
response 

Please can you tell us the main reason for the 
response you have given? 
 

Have you any suggestions for ways we can improve 
the service? 

Patient request 
for anonymised 
comments not to 
be made public 

 
1 Extremely Likely Anyone who came was always so kind & helpful. No.   

2 Extremely Likely Friendly, reliable, knowledgeable. No.   

3 Extremely Likely Brilliant. No, very, very good.   

4 Extremely Likely Care & compassion shown to my mother (end of life) and 
to us. 

Improve communication - e.g. not informed of transfer to 
Hospice to Home Service. Don't use [omitted] agency! 

  

5 Extremely Likely The nurses helped me so much when I was suddenly very 
ill & gave me confidence to be able to continue helping 
myself after they had gone. 

    

6 Extremely Likely I have received wonderful care from your staff. I asked if 
they would phone prior to my visit and they always did. 
Lovely girls, all of them. 

None at all. Thank you for everything. [Name & address 
withheld]. 

  

7 Extremely Likely Because I had just come out of hospital, been happy with 
the service. 

No you're excellent.   
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8 Extremely Likely Every single person that came to my home were caring 
and very professional but also human!!! Thank you x. 

    

9 Extremely Likely Always here when say you'll be & have all gone out of 
their way to help me. 

No, will miss you all coming in.   

10 Extremely Likely Support & care following hospital admission & to prevent 
further admission. 

    

 


